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This article tries to review the history of communication in modern China on 
Mahan's theory of Sea Power, in order to answer "what is the Sea Power" and 
"contemporary China should set up the right view of the Sea Power", which is helpful 
to the promotion of China's contemporary Sea Power strategy. 
Alfred Thayer Mahan (1840 - 1914) is an outstanding American military scientist, 
historian and strategist, he proposed the modern theory of sea power, which was 
named "Mahan's theory of sea power", by the highly respected world statesman and 
strategist, and is used to guide the practice of each country. 
Mahan's theory of sea power spread rapidly in the world after generated. The 
United States and Japan has made great success to implement the sea power strategy. 
This theory was introduced into China in the late Qing Dynasty when Chinese people 
were in the reconsideration of grief after the defeat in JIAWU Sino Japanese War. 
Chinese people saw the hope of salvation from this theory. Mahan's theory of sea 
power, first of all, was warmly welcomed from the students and the intellectuals. 
Senior government officials have gradually accepted and recognized this theory. The 
government and the public formed a consensus, and thus contributed to the initial 
awakening of national sea power consciousness. By the influence of thoughts upsurge 
of sea power, the Qing government carried out to reconstruction of the Navy as a 
representative of a series of specific initiatives, to greatly enhance the China's 
maritime forces. Take this as the backing, the Qing government implemented to 
defend the Dongsha and Xisha, Nansha Islands in the South China Sea sovereignty, 
protection the interests of overseas Chinese. All these shinning actions, become a 
historical basis for us to maintain maritime rights and interests of the motherland 
today. 
Chinese marine defense system is really formed in the Ming dynasty. This 














account for the main status in national defense system. After the Opium War, leading 
by the Westernization Movement, government began to pay more attention to marine 
defense. But the Westernization Movement was passive and conservative in marine 
defense. The fiasco in Jia Wu war and the introduction of Mahan’s sea power theory, 
made it possible for China to realize the sublimation from the traditional marine 
defense to the modern sea power concept. 
In today's world, peace and development are the themes of the times, but 
Mahan’s theory of sea power is still applicable. Sea power is one kind of power, not 
right. Sea power is the inevitable road to the rise of great powers. To become a sea – 
land composite great power, is the inevitable choice for China, who is on the great 
rejuvenation. We should unswervingly implement "inclusive development" when 
carrying out the sea power strategy. This is the innovation of China's contemporary 
sea power strategy on Mahan's theory of sea power. The maritime Silk Road strategy 
has a distinct connotation of sea power. 
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第一节 选题缘起 
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哈维著。13、《自然哲学之数学原理》(Mathematical Principles of Natural Philosophy)，(英国)牛顿著。14、《物
种起源》(The Origin of Species)，(英国)达尔文著。15、《梦的解析》（The Interpretation of Dreams ），(奥地
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Columbia University press,1950,第 1784 页。 
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（三） 麦金德的“陆权论”   
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